Setting Up the Document Camera

1) Pull up the center camera arm, adjusting position and height. Turn the camera so the lens faces down, toward the stage.

2) Press and slide the side latches to release the lamps. Pull up the lamp arms. Rotate the folded lamp to face down, toward the stage.

Basic Operation using the Control Panel

POWER Press the Power button for about 1 second to power on. The red LED (flashing until the presenter is started) turns to green.

LAMP Press button to select desired LAMP setting.
- Upper lamps to be used for hardcopy documents, books, objects
- Base light to be used for clear transparencies

ZOOM to make the image appear larger or smaller.

Press the (Zoom In) or (Zoom Out) button on the control panel to make the image larger or smaller.
AUTO FOCUS  The document camera will execute Auto Focus when changing materials or adjusting the zoom in/out. At any time, press the keypad “AF” for executing the AF function.